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Highlights and Solutions

The thirteenth international print industry event
The next edition of the Hunkeler Innovationdays

The event for trendsetters and technology leaders who will influence

is approaching fast, with the international

and set the pace for the next stage of industry innovation. Engaging

industry event taking place at the end of

conversations and a range of new ideas and solutions that will

February 2019. Industry leaders and specialists

inspire you. The printing sector is changing at a rapid pace, and there

will convene at the Messe Lucerne exhibition

is no event that reflects this dynamic activity better than the Hunkeler

center, where best-in-class manufacturers from

Innovationdays.

the world of printing and finishing will come

Hunkeler will mark the thirteenth staging of this important event,

together over four days. They will present

under the theme “success with automation”. Continuous workflow

high-performance technologies for the next generation of digital

automation will be one of the focal points of Hunkeler Innovationdays

printing and finishing, with integrated quality-control systems,

2019. Transactional printers, direct mailers, book manufacturers and

workflow software and finishing materials and consumables

commercial printers are seeing print run lengths decline, driving up

for book, brochure and mailing production plus security and

the number of makeready processes. Efficient new production lines

transactional printing.

must minimize or eliminate manual interventions to save costs and

More than 100 leading suppliers will present their latest products.

increase margins. The “white paper in, finished product out” business

Around 40 practical solutions will be exhibited in two modern

model depends on advanced automation. Hunkeler will demonstrate

exhibition halls. Several exhibitors have already announced the

the leading-edge automation now available on their Generation 8

unveiling of some global and European premieres at the event.

production system platform.

Hunkeler AG will have a strong presence to show visitors the
broad range of the latest solutions of “Generation 8” systems.

Experience the high efficiency of end-to-end workflows over the entire
value creation chain – from software to finished books, from idea

The Innovationdays will be supplemented by the high-level forum:

to solution. Inline, nearline or offline – with tried and proven digital

DOXNET-on-site (The Document X-perts Network) invites you to

printing, or mapping the transition from conventional printing

attend the presentations on Wednesday 27th of Feb. 2019 in

environments.

the afternoon and join a buffet dinner in the evening.

As always, Innovationdays focuses on practical issues. Experience
this event in a unique environment and be among the first to discover

The Innovationdays event slogan “Success with automation” refers

our innovations up close!

to the convergence of important customers, technology and worldwide experts in Lucerne. We are very excited to present you the
broadest state-of-the-art solutions portfolio for the digital printing
and finishing sector, and we look forward to your visit in Lucerne!

Stefan Hunkeler
© Beat Brechbühl / Luzern Tourismus

Experience the Hunkeler Generation 8

Broad range of book production

Magazines, catalogs and brochures

Set new standards with Hunkeler’s latest machine Generation 8:

From highly-flexible nearline solutions to highly-automated book

Efficient production of digitally printed end products with dynamic

• “Excellence in Paper Processing 4.0” will feature many

production lines. Complete solutions from white roll to ready-

content and number of pages in best quality.

innovations for greater automation
• New modules for processing paper web widths of up to
22.5 inches with industrial-duty design
• Investment protection: be equipped for future printing speeds thanks
to higher production speeds today
• Processing of a broad range of printing substrates, from offset and

to-ship books. From production of short-life, budget binding to
efficient perfect binding and quality thread binding – from a print

Direct mailing and security printing

run of one to medium scale production runs. Variable sizes block

With dynamic solutions in the perforation and punching processes

quality produced from a single sheet feeder or glued book blocks

you will find innovative approaches for cash payment forms,

for hard and soft cover design. Various book production solutions

coupons, creative mailings, checks, tickets, identifications and

support diverse workflows.

much more.

Hunkeler offers practical, complete solutions with best-in-class book

Trust is good – checking is better

manufacturing partners.

Integrated quality control and document tracking based on state-

Hunkeler will demonstrate the leading-edge automation now

of-the-art sensor technology and the latest standards for reliable

available on their latest production system platform.

production monitoring. Compact, exact and efficient solutions for

coated papers to light- and heavy-weight papers
• Dynamic finishing for perforation, punching, folding, chip-out, cutting and stacking
• Safeguard document integrity: integrated web monitoring,
document tracking and reporting
• Intuitive operating platform and maintenance-friendly design

all production and compliance applications.
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6.30 p.m. –11:00 p.m. Buffet Dinner, Networking Hotel Schweizerhof

Arrival by car:

DOXNET – The Document X-perts Network e.V. – is a crosssector

From the A2 Autobahn, take the “Luzern-Kriens” exit, or arrive via the
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technologies.
Register at: www.doxnet.eu
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